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Abstract 

Using a characterisation of strongly normalising A-terms, we give new and simple proofs of the following: 

1. all developments and superdevelopments are finite, 

2. a certain rewrite strategy is perpetual, 

3. a certain rewrite strategy is maximal and thus perpetual, 

4. simply typed A-calculus is strongly normalising. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper represents an effort to shed some more light on various results concerning nor
malisation in ,x-calculus. We deal with ,x-calculus with only ,B-reduction. 

As a first step towards a better understanding we characterise both the set of weakly 
normalising terms and the set of strongly normalising terms. Remember that a term M is 
said to be weakly normalising if there is a rewrite sequence starting in M that eventually 
ends in a normal form, and that a term M is said to be strongly normalising if all rewrite 
sequences starting in M end eventually in a normal form. 

To give a characterisation of all weakly normalising terms is act ually rather easy: a weakly 
normalising term is a normal form or can be obtained as the result of some expansion starting 
in a normal form. Or, to put it slightly differently, the set of all weakly normalising terms is 
exactly the smallest set of all normal forms closed under expansion. 

A specialisation of this idea yields a quite elegant characterisation of the strongly normal
ising terms, in the form of an inductively defined set denoted as SN. The definition of SN 
can be found in section 3. This set can be viewed in dHTerent ways. From the point of view 
of rewriting, it is the closure under expansion of the set of normal forms, where expansion 
is subject to two restrictions. These restrictions are the following: first, the argument of the 
redex introduced by the expansion step should be in the set of strongly normalising terms, 
and second, the expansion step should yield a new head red ex or a new outermost redex 
in a term without a head redex. Further, those familiar with saturated sets will certainly 
recognise one of the clauses of the definition of s.N as a defining property of a saturated set. 

The interesting thing of the definition of the set SN is that it permits to give new proofs 
of important results concerning normalisation in ,x-calculus, like the Finite Developments 
Theorem and the fact that all simply typable terms are normalising. In most cases the new 
proofs are essentially simpler than already existing ones. l\foreover, we feel that it is important 
to have different proofs of important results because they may help us to understand not only 
the mechanics of the proofs of the results but also the reasons for their validity. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. 

In Section 3, we prove that the set SN characterises the set of ,B-strongly normalising 
terms. We also give another characterisation of the set of all strongly normalising terms. 

In Section 4 we give a short and simple proof of finiteness of developments. It is different 
from existing proofs, like for instance the one using a decreasing labelling or the elegant proof 
given by De Vrijer. Our proof makes use of expansion. 

In Section 5 we prove that all superdevelopments are finite. Superdevelopments are devel
opments in which redexes that are created 'upwards' during reduction may be contracted. 

In Section 6 we give a new proof of the fact that the strategy Fbk defined by Bergstra and 
lOop, is perpetual (meaning that it yields an infinite rewrite sequence whenever possible). 
Further we prove that the strategy Foo defined by Barendregt, Bergstra, Klop and Volken is 
perpetual. 

For the strategy Foo, we prove in Section 7 that it is not only perpetual but also maximal. 
That is, it yields the longest possible reduction to normal form whenever the initial term is 
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strongly normalising, and an infinite rewrite sequence if possible. This is done by computing 
the length of the rewrite sequence to the normal form. 

In Section 8 we prove that simply typed A-calculus is strongly normalising using our charac
terisation of the strongly normalising terms. The definition of SN clearly recalls the definition 
of saturation, see [Tai67] and [Gir72]. 

In Section 9 we consider A-calculus with intersection types. The set of strongly normalising 
terms is the set of terms that are typable in AI\. We felt oblig'ed to compare both character
isations and give a direct proof of the fact that the set SN coincides with the set of typable 
terms in AI\. 

Finally, we discuss related work in section 10. 

We start by reviewing some notation anel by formalising the concept of Hfting of rewrite 
sequences for the case of Abstract Rewriting Systems. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Notation. We assume familiarity with A-calculus and just fix some (mostly standard) 
notation. 

The set of A-terms is denoted by A. We write x, y, z, . .. for variables and !If, N, P, Q, ... 
for terms. We assume a-conversion to be appliecl whenever necessary. The symbol [] is used 
to denote a hole in a term. A term with one or more occurrences of [ ] is called a context and 
is denoted by C[]. The term obtained by replacing in a context C[ ] the occurrences of [ ] 
by a term M is denoted by C[Al]. If not specified otherwise, in this paper a context C[ J is 
supposed to contain one occurrence of []. \Ve suppose a term to contain no occurrences of 

[ ]. 
The set of free variables of a term !If is denoted by FV(lI.1) and its set of bound variables 

is denoted by BV(M). 
We consider A-calculus with ,6-reduction generated by the ,6-reduction rule, that is given 

as (>..x.lvI)lv ~ iV/Ix := N]. We denote the .B-rcduction relation by -}/3 or by .Jp if we want 
to specify that the j3-rewrite step is obtained by contracting a j3-redex at position <p. The 

reflexive-transitive closure of ~f3 (-%,a) is denoted by ..... f3 Cl (3). Syntactic equality is denoted 

by =. 
The set of normal forms is denoted by NT and nf(M) denotes the normal form of a term 

M. 
A term M is said to be stl"Ongly n01'malising if every rewrite sequence ends after finitely 

many steps in a normal form. A term M is said to be 'weakly normalising if there is a rewrite 
sequence starting at M that ends in a normal form. 

Lifting. In rewriting one often makes use of terms that are decorated, for instance by 
labels. Also the rewrite relation can be decorated-,in the sense that the decoration-is a part 
of the pattern of the rewrite rule. Erasure of decoration is used in order to switch from the 
rewriting system with decorations to the original rewriting system without decorations. The 
thus obtained correspondence consists in fact of two parts: the correspondence between terms 
and decorated terms and the correspondence between steps and decorated steps. A decorated 
rewrite sequence is often called a lilting of the rewrite sequence in the original rewriting 
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systems, that is obtained by erasing all decorations. In this paper we shall encounter two 
different ways of lifting a ,a-rewrite sequence in A-calculus. Here we formalise the concept of 
lifting for the general case, that is, for Abstract Rewriting Systems that are enriched with 
some more structure. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An Abst1'act RewTiting System is a pair (.4, ~) consisting of a set .4 and a 
relation ~ ~ A x A. 

NOTATION 2.2. Abstract Rewriting Systems are denoted by A,B,C, .... 

DEFINITION 2.3. A rewrite step in an Abstract Rewriting System A = (.4, ~) is a pair (a, b) 
of elements of A with (a, b) E~. 

NOTATION 2.4. We write a ~ b instead of (a, b) E~. 

In rewriting systems where the rewrite relation is induced by a set of rewrite rules, it may 
happen that different rewrite steps between terms a and b exist. This is for instance the 
caSe in A-calculus: there are two ways to rewrite (Ax.x)((Ax.:r)y) to (Ax.x)y. This cannot be 
expressed in Abstract Rewriting Systems. For the concept of correspondence between rewrite 
sequences we have in mind it is important that not only a correspondence between terms but 
also between rewrite steps can be expressed. Therefore we will consider Abstract Rewriting 
Systems enriched with some more structure, called indexed Abstract Rewriting Systems. The 
idea is to view ~ as a collection of partial functions on A, written as {~diEr. For instance 

A-calculus can be seen as the set of A-terms 1\ and a collection of partial functions {~!3} t/J. It 
is clear why the functions are partial: for instance a step ~!3 is not defined on every A-term. 
We proceed by giving the definition of an indexed Abstract Rewriting System. 

DEFINITION 2.5. An indexed Abstmct RewTiting System is a triple (A,!, {~diEI) consisting 
of a set A, a set of indices I and an indexed set of partial functions { ~i hEr from A to A. 

The definition of a rewrite step in an indexed Abstract Rewriting System differs a bit from 
the one in an Abstract Rewriting System. 

DEFINITION 2.6. A rewrite step in an indexed Abstract Rewriting System 
A = (A, I, {~ihEr) is a triple consisting of two elements a, b of A and an element ~i of 
{~diEr such that (a, b) E~i. 

NOTATION 2.7. We write a ~i b for (a, b) E~i' 

Note that in an indexed Abstract Rewriting System a ~i b and a ~i c implies b = c. It is 
possible to have a -i b and a -j b with i =I j. 

NOTATION 2.8. We use the notation ~i (a) = b to denote that ~'i is defined on a and that 
the result of applying -i to a equals b. 
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The index i of a rewrite step a -'i b can be considered to be the name of the rewrite step. 
In the case of term rewriting, taking redexes (that is, pairs consisting of a position and a 
rewrite rule) as indexes yields an instance of an indexed Abstract Rewriting System. 

We now give a formal definition of a rewrite sequence in an indexed Abstract Rewriting 
System. It can be generalised to the case of Abstract Rewriting Systems, however, we don't 
need a so general definition in the present paper. See [00s94] for a general definition of 
conversion. 

DEFINITION 2.9. Let A = (04,1, {-'diE!) be an indexed Abstract Rewriting System. A 
rewrite sequence of length Q starting in a is a triple (a, 0', a) satisfying the following: 

1. a E A, 

2. Q ~ W, 

3. a: Q -. / is a mapping that defines a sequence {anhlEa as follows: 

(a) ao = a, 

(b) an =-'£1(n) (an-I) for all n E Q\{O} 

NOTATION 2.10. We often denote a rewrite sequence a as in the previous definition by 
a: aO -'£1(1) a1 -'£1(2) .... 

We now define the concept of morphism between Abstract Rewriting Systems. It will be 
used to formalise the notion of correspondence between t\VO rewrite sequences. 

DEFINITION 2.11. A m017Jhism between indexed Abstract Rewriting Systems 
A = (A,1, {-diE!) and B = (B, J, {-j }jEJ) is a pail' of mappings f = (foJI) with 

fo: A- B 

It: I-J 

such that fO(-i (a» =-'fr(i) (fo(a» for all a E A such that -i (a) is defined. 

Note that in the equality fO(-'i (a)) =-h(i) (J'o(a» in the previous definition it may occur 
that - /1(i) (fo(a» is defined but foe -i (a» isn't. 

We often write f for both fo and h. 
Let a : ao -ml a1 -m2 a2 -m3 ... be a rewrite sequence in an indexed Abstract Rewriting 

System A = (A, /, {-diE!)' Let f : A - B be a morphism between indexed Abstract Rewrit
ing Systems. We denote by f(a) the rewrite sequence f(a) : fo(ao) -/I{ml) feat) -!t(m2) 

fO(a2) - /1(m3) .... Note that by the definition of a morphism this indeed is a well-defined 
rewrite sequence in B. 

DEFINITION 2.12. Let f : A - B be a morphism. A rewrite sequence a in an indexed 
Abstract Rewriting System A = (A,1, {-diEI) is an j'-lifting of a rewrite sequence p in an 
indexed Abstract Rewriting System B = (E,.I, {-j }jEJ) if l(a) = p. 

Examples of liftings can be found in Section 4 and in Section 5. 
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3. A CHARACTERISATION OF STRONGLY NORivIALISING A-TERMS 
In this section we characterise the set of A-terms that are strongly normalising. 

The characterisation. 

DEFINITION 3.1. The set SN is the smallest set of A-terms satisfying the following: 

1. if x is a variable and All, ... , Mn E SN for some n ~ 0, then XMl ... Mn E SN, 

2. if M E SN then Ax.N! E S/v, 

3. if M[x := NjP1 ••• Pn E SN and N E SN, then (Ax.M)N PI ... Pn E SN. 

We prove that the set sN characterises the strongly normalising terms. 

THEOREM 3.2. M is strongly normalising if and only if !If E SN. 

Proof. 

6 

=>. Let M be a strongly normalising term. The proof proceeds by induction on the 
pair (maxred(M), AI), lexicographically ordercd by the usual ordering on N and the subterm 
ordering. Here we denote by maxred(1\l) the maximum length of a reduction from AI to 
normal form. 

The base case is trivial since it is easy to sec that all normal forms are in SN. 
Suppose the maximal reduction of Af to normal form takes k + 1 steps. Let AI = 

AXl ... AXn.PQl ... Qm. There are two cases. 

Case 1. P = y. Then the normal form of 1\[ is of the form Aa~I ... Axn.yQi ... Q~n with 
Qi - Qi for i = 1, ... , m. By induction hypothesis, QI E Sir, ... , Qm E SN. By the first 
and second clause of the definition of SJv, we ha\'e !If = AXI ... Aa~n.yQI ... Qm E SN. 

Case 2. P = Ay.Po. We have 1\1 = A:I::I'" A:tn.(Ay.PO)QIQ2 ... Qm - AXI ... AXn.PO[y := 
QdQ2 ... Qm. By induction hypothesis, AXI ... AXn.PO[y := QdQ2 ... Qm E SN. Also by 
induction hypothesis, Ql E SN. By the last clause of the definition of SN, we haye M = 
AXl ... AXn.(Ay.PO)Ql ... Qm E SN. 

*=. Suppose Af E SN. \Ve prove by induction on the derivation of M E SN that M is 
strongly normalising. 

1. If M = xNft ... Mn with M I , ••. , 1\171 E SN, then the statement follows easily by 
induction hypothesis. 

2. If M = Ax.Mo with Mo E SN, then by induction hypothesis Mo is strongly normalising. 
Then also M = Ax.Mo is strongly normalising. 

3. Let M = (Ax.A1o)MlM2 ... Mn with 1\fo[x := lIIdllh ... Mn E SN and M} E SN. 
Consider an arbitrary rewrite sequence p : M = Po -{3 PI -{3 P2 -{3 ... starting in 
M. There are two possibilities: in p either the head redex of !If is contracted or the 
head redex of AI is not contracted. 
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In the first case, there is an i such that Pi = Ala[:r := MnM~ ... M:l' with klo -* 

Mo,"" Mn -+> M:t • Then Pi is a result of rewriting the term Mo[x := 1I1dM2 ... Mn. 
The latter is by induction hypothesis strongly normalising. Hence Pi is strongly nor
malising so p is finite. 

o 

In the second case, all terms in p arc of the form (A~c.A[o)MIJll~ ... M:l with Mo -+> 

Mo,"" Mn -+> Al:t • By induction hypothesis, the tcrm Mo[:c := MdM2'" kIn is 
strongly normalising. Therefore Mo, M2, ... , M71 are strongly normalising. Moreover, 
we have by induction hypothesis that JlIt is strongly normalising. Hence all the terms 
in the rewrite sequence are strongly normalising and hence p is finite. 

Background. We would like to point out the considerations motivating the previous defini
tion. 

An easy observation is that the set that contains all normal forms and that is closed 
under expansion is exactly the set of all weakly normalising tcrms. So we have the following 
definition. 

DEFINITION 3.3. The set W is the smallest set of A-terms satisfying the following: 

1. all normal forms are in W, 

2. if C[P[x := QJ] E W, then C[(A:r.P)Q] E W. 

The first naive attempt to obtain the sel of' all strongly normalising terms, is to add 
the requirement that the argument of thc I'cclex introduced by the expansion is strongly 
normalising. The thus defined set S is the smallest set that satisfies 

1. all normal forms are in S, 

2. if C[P[x := Qll E Sand q E S, them C[(kc.P)Q] E S. 

However, it is easy to see that the weakly but not strongly normalising term 
(AX.(Ay.Z)(XX))(Ay.(yy)) belongs to S. The problem is that expansions cannot be allowed 
to take place just everywhere. If the expansion as in the second clause of the definition of 
S above is required to create a head 1'ede:c or, if the result of the expansion doesn't contain 
a head redex, to create an outermost redex, then we indeed obtain the set of all strongly 
normalising terms. 

DEFINITION 3.4. The set 0 of contexts with a hole at a head or outermost position is defined 
as the minimal set that satisfies 

1. if Cr J EO then x Aft .. ~ Cr J .. • 11111 EO, 

2. if C[ J E 0 then AX.C[ J E 0, 

3. []P1 .. 'Pn EO. 

DEFINITION 3.5. The set SN' is defined as the smallest set that satisfies 
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1. all normal forms are in SN', 

2. if C[P[x:= QJ] E SN', Q E SN' and C[] EO, then C[(A:z:.P)Q] E S.N'. 

It is not difficult to show that SN' = SN. 
Through the paper we use the first characterisation of the strongly normalising terms 

because besides being easier to handle it seems more natural, as it clearly recalls the notion 
of saturated sets. 

Inductive Definitions. We often describe a set by induction as the smallest set closed under 
some set of rules (see [Acz77] and [Ter94]). This is the way we define, for example, the class 
of theorems of a given system. And this is also the way we have defined the set sN in 
Definition 3.1. 

We could have described the set SN by induction giving a monotone operator instead of 
giving a set of rules. In this case, we should have defined the set SN as the least fixed point 
of the operator H: P(A) -+ P(A) given by: 

H(X) = {xMI ... A1n) I Ali E X for all i = 1, ... , nand :r a variable} U 

= {(Ax.lIi) I Ai E X} U 

= {(Ax.M)N Pl ... Pn I lII[:r:= lVjPj •• , Pn E X and N E X} 

Another possibility is to define the set S/V' as the well-founded part of the order -<c A X A 
defined by: 

1. Mi -< xliiI" .1I1n for all i = 1, ... ,n, 

2. M -< Ax.lvI, 

3. M[x:= N]Pj ••• Pn -< (A::r.M)NPj '" P't, 

4. N -< (Ax.lvI)N Pl ... Pn . 

In [Acz77], these three ways of giving a definition by induction, that is giving a set of 
deterministic rules or clauses, giving a monotone operator and giving an order are proved to 
be equivalent. 

4. FINITE DEVELOPMENTS 

A development is a rewrite sequence in which only descendants of redexes that are present in 
the initial term may be contracted. In this section we give a new and short proof of the fact 
that in A-calculus all ,a-developments terminate. 

Usually, ,a-developments are defined via a set of underlined A-terms and an underlined 
,a-reduction rule. \\Te shortly recall these definitions, for a complete formal treatment see 
[Bar84]. 

DEFINITION 4.1. The set of underlined A-terms Jl is the smallest set satisfying the following: 

1. x E A for every variable x, 

2. if 111 E A, then Ax.M E ./i, 
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3. if lvI E A and N E A, then /If N E A, 

4. if ME A and N E A, then (2:,x.A1)N E 1\. 

The ~-rewrite relation is defined as follows: 

(~x.M)N - M[x := N] 

Note that 1\ is closed under ~-rewriting. 
In order to be able to switch between 1\ and !l a mapping [ that erases underlinings is 

defined. 

DEFINITION 4.2. 

1. The mapping [0 : 1\ - A is defined by induction on the definition of A. 

(a) [o(x) = x, 

(b) [o()..x.M) = )..x.[o(Al), 

(c) [o(MN) = [o(M)[o(N), 

(d) [o((2:,x.M)N) = ()..x.[o(M))[o(N) 

2. The mapping [1 : {~} x {D, l}* - {,e} x {O,l}* is defined by [dE., ¢) = (13, ¢). 

Since it is clear that Af ~p N in A implies [(M) !{3 £(N) in A, the proof of the following 
lemma is straightforward. -

LEMMA 4.3. The mapping [ = ([0, [d is a morphism from (1\, {E.} x {D, l}*, {--!~}.p) to 

(A, {13} x {D,l}*, {--!p}.p). 

The definition of a development is as fo11O\\:s. 

DEFINITION 4.4. A rewrite sequence (J' : AI -;.; {3 N in 1\ is a development if there is a rewrite 
sequence p in A that is an [-lifting of (J'. 

We give a new and short proof of finiteness of developments by considering another induc
tive definition of the set of all underlined )..-terms. Like the set S.tV of strongly normalising 
)..-terms, this definition makes essential use of expansion. 

DEFINITION 4.5. The set V is the smallest set of A-terms satisfying 

1. x E V for all variables x, 

2. if MEV, then )..x.MEV, 

3. if MEV and N E V, then MN E V. 

4. if M[x:= N] E V and N E V, then (~'f.AI)N E 'D. 

It is easy to prove that A = V. 
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LEMMA 4.6. If M E 1) and N E 1) then 1I1[:c := N] ED. 

Proof. By induction on IIf E 1). 0 

PROPOSITION 4.7. 11.=1). 

Proof. 

c. Let M E fl. We prove by induction on !II that !If E 1). We prove the case that 
M = (}.x.P)Q. By induction hypothesis, P E 1) and Q E 1). By Lemma 4.6 we have 
that P[x := Q] E 1) and by the definition of 1) we have that (}.x.P)Q E 1). 

:::). Let M E 1). By induction on the derivation of !If E 1) we prove that !If E A. We prove 
the case that M = (~x.P)Q. By induction hypothesis, P[:r := Q] E A and Q E A. This 
yields P E fl. Hence (.6.x.P)Q E A. 

o 
So finiteness of developments is equivalent to the fact that each term in 1) is strongly 

~-normalising. We use the following lemma of which the proof is immediate. 

LEMMA 4.8. If Pin PQ is not of the form 6.J.·.Po, then all E:-reducts of PQ are of the form 
P'Q' with P ...... !!... pI and Q -f!.. Q'. 

THEOREM 4.9. If Af E 'D, then all ~-rewrite sequences starting in !II are finite. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of M E 1). 

1. If !vI is a variable then it is trivial. 

2. Let M = AX,P with P E 'D. By induction hypothesis, we have that P is strongly 
~-normalising. So !If is strongly ~-normalising. 

3. Let M = PQ with P E 1) and Q E'D. Note that P is not of the form .6.x.Po. By lemma 
4.8, every ,8-reduct of Af is of the form P'Q' with P --"'{3 pI and Q -»{3 Q'. By induction 
hypothesis-there are no infinite ~-rewrite sequences starting in P Or· in Q. Therefore 
M is strongly ~normalising. 

4. Let M ~ (}.x.P)Q with Pix := Q] E 1) and Q E 1). Consider an arbitrary ~-rewrite 
sequence p : Af = Afo -f3 Ail -f3 IIh -f3 .... There are two possibilities: in p the 
head redex of Ai is contracted or the head redex of !II is not contracted. 

In the first case there is an i such that Mi = P/[a:: := Q'], with P ...... {3 pI and Q ...... f3 Q'. 
The term IIfi is a result of rewriting P[:c := Q], and the latter is by induction hypothesis 
strongly ~-normalising. Hence p is finite. 

In the second case all terms in p are of the form (~X.P')Q' with P -»{3 P' and Q ...... (3 Q'. 
By induction hypothesis, P[x := QJ is strongly E:-normalising, which yields that -P is 
strongly Q.-normalising, and moreover Q is strongly E:-normalising. Hence all terms in 
p are strongly normalising so p is finite. 
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o 

COROLLARY 4.10. All ,6-developments are finite. 

REMARK 4.11. It is possible to prove in a different way, also using the set SN, that all 
developments are finite. Vle define a morphism 

I: (A, {~} X {O, l}*, {-%£~)<t» ---+ (SJV, {p} X {O, 1}*, {.Jp}<t» 

Let Abs denote a distinguished variable. The definition of position has to be adapted, such 
that applications of Abs are not counted. Then, for instance (AbsAX.M)\¢ = (Ax.M)\¢. We 
leave out the details. 

First we define Io : A ---+ SN by induction on the definition of 1\ as follows: 

1. I(x) = x, 

2. I(AX.M) = AbsAX.I( M) 

3. I(lvIN) = I(l\1)I(N), 

4. I((~x.M)N) = (Ax.I(M»I(N). 

Next we define the mapping II : {~} x {O, l}* ---+ {,e} x {O,l}* by Il(~'¢) = (,6,¢). 
We have the following: 

1. if ME A then I(M) E SN, 

2. if ME A and M .Jf!. N, then I(lIJ) .Jj3 I(N). 

For the first point we need to prove that I(AI[:r := N]) = I(M)[x := I(N)]. 

5. SUPERDEVELOPMENTS 
In [Raa93], SU1Jerdevelo1Jments were intl"Od uced and proved to be finite. Superdevelopments 
form an extension of the notion of development. In a superclevelopment not only redexes 
that descend from the initial term may be contracted, but also some red exes that are created 
during reduction. 

There are three ways of creating new red exes (see [Lev78]): 

1. ((AX.Ay.M)N)P -/3 (Ay.M[:r := N])P 

2. (AX.X)(Ay.M)N -/3 (Ay.M)N 

3. (Ax.C[xM])(Ay.N) -/3 C'[(Ay.N)M'] where C' and 1\1' are obtained from C and 1\1 by 
replacing all free occurrences of x by (Ay.N). 

The first two kinds of created redexes are 'innocent' and they may be contracted in a 
superdevelopment. Here the redexes are created 'upwards', whereas in the last case redexes 
are created 'downwards'. The result that all superdevelopments are finite shows that infinite 
,6-reduction sequences are due to the presence o( the third type of [;edexes: 

In this section we give a new proof of the fact that in A-calculus all ,6-superdevelopments 
terminate. 

First we shortly repeat the definition of a superde\'elopment. The definition mal(es use of 
a set of labelled A-terms and a notion of labelled ;3-rec1uction on it. Since application nodes 
will be labelled, we write them explicitly. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. The set Al of labelled A-terms is defined as the smallest set satisfying the 
following: 

1. x E Al for every variable x, 

2. if MEAL and i E N, then Ap.:.M E AI, 

3. if M, NEAL and X C N, then @.\(U, N) E AI. 

On the set At, the t1t-rule is defined as follows: 

@X (Ai X •M , N) ~ A1[x := NJ if i E X 

DEFINITION 5.2. 

1. A term M E A[ is said to be well-labelled if the label X of an application node never 
contains the label i of a A oust ide the scope of the application node. 

2. A term MEAL is initially labelled if it is well-labelled and all A's have a different label. 

The set of well-labelled terms is closed under ,8t-reduction. Tn the sequel we shall suppose 
terms in At to be well-labelled. We define a mapping from AI to A that erases the labels. 

DEFINITION 5.3. 

1. The mapping £0 : Al ~ A is defined by induction on the definition of AI' 

(a) £o(x) = x, 

(b) £O(AiX.M) = AX.£O(J\1), 

(c) £o(@X(Af,N» = £o(M)£o(N). 

2. The mapping £1 : {,8t} x {O, 1}* ~ {,8} x {O, 1}* is defined by £1 C81, ¢) = (,8, ¢). 

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 

LEMMA 5.4. The mapping £ = (£0,£1) is a morphism [rom (A/, {,8d x {O, 1}*, {-i.aJ4» to 

(A, {,8} x {O, 1}*, {-t.a}4»' 

The definition of a superdevelopment is as follows. 

DEFINITION 5.5. A rewrite sequence (T : !If -*f3 N in A is a s'llpe1'de'l1elopment if there is a 
rewrite sequence pin A[ that starts in an initially labelled term and that is an £-lifting of (T. 

We give a new proof of the fact that all superdevelopments are finite. It is similar to the 
proof of finite developments in section 4. 

DEFINITION 5.6. The set SV is the smallest subset of the set of lambda terms satisfying 

1. x E SV for all variables :r, 
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2. if M E SD, then Ax.M E SD, 

3. if ME SD and N E SD, then MN E SD, 

4. if M[x:= NjP1 ••• Pn E SD and N E SD, then (~~C.lI1)NPl ... Pn E SD, 

5. if (~.M)N Pl ... Pn E SD, then (~~r.:z:)(~y.j\f)N PI ... P" E SD. 

The Q-rewrite relation is defined as follows: 

(~x.M)N ~f!.. M[x := Nj 

We need to prove that a rewrite sequence AI -»{3 N can be lifted to a .81-rewrite sequence 
starting in M with an initial labelling if and only if it can be lifted to a ~-rewrite sequence 
starting with M E SD. To prove this is routine. Then, proving that all superdevelopments 
are finite is equivalent to proving that all ~-rewrite sequences in SD are finite. The latter is 
proved by a trivial induction on the set SD using the following two lemma's. 

LEMMA 5.7. ({i-Closure) Let M E SD. If AI ~f!.. Al' then AI' E SD. 

LEMMA 5.8. Let M = PQ with P E SD and Q E SD. If AI --*8 AI', then M' = P'Q' with 

P --*f!.. P' and Q --*f!.. Q'. 

THEOREM 5.9. If M E SD, then all ~-rewrite sequences starting at M are finite. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of M E SD. 

1. If M is a variable then it is trivial. 

2. Let M = AX.P with P E SD. By induction hypothesis, we have that P is strongly 
~-normalising. So M is strongly ~-normalising. 

3. Let M = PQ with P E SD and Q E SD. By induetion hypothesis P and Q are 
~-strongly normalising. It follows from lemma 5.8 that any ~-sequence starting at M 
is finite. 

4. Let M = (~X.P)QNl'" Nn with P[:c := QjNI '" Nn E SD. Consider an arbitrary 
.8-rewrite sequence p : AI = Mo -{3 Alt -{3 M2 -{3 .... There are two possibilities; 
in p the head redex of AI is contracted or the head rcdex of !If is not contracted. 

In the first case, there is an i such that Ali = P'[x:= Q'jN~ '" N~ with P -{J pI, 
Q -{3 Q', NI -{3 Nf, ... , Nn --*{3 N:1 • The term Ali is obtained by rewriting P[x := 
QjN1-:- •• Nn and the latter term-is by induction hypothesis strongly ~-normalising. 
Hence p is finite. . -

In the second case, all terms in p are of the form (~x.P')Q' N~ ... N:1 with P - P.. 
P', Q -{3 Q', NI -{3 Nf, ... , N n --*{3 N:1 • Since P[:r := QjN1 ... Nn and Q are by 
induction-hypothesis strongly .8-norm,ilising, we have that P, Q, N I , ... , Nn are strongly 
~-normalising. So all terms iI';-p arc strongly ii-normalising and hencc p is finite. 
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o 

5. Let M = (~x.x)(A.y.N)PNl'" Nit with (~y.N)PNl'" Nn E SD. Consider an arbitrary 
,a-rewrite sequence p : !If = Mo -{3 !III -{3 M2 -{3 .... Thcre are two possibilities: 
hI p the head redex of !If is contracTcd or tliC hcad reclcx of ilf is not contracted. 

In the first case, there is an i such that U'i = (~y.N')P' N{ ... N:, with N -{3 N', P _ 
-{3 P', Nl -{3 Nf, ... , Nn -{3 N:,. The term 1Ili is obtained by rew~iting the 
ternl (~y.N)P Nl ... Nfl and the-latter term is by induction hypothesis strongly /!.
normalising. So Mi is strongly Q-normalising and hence p is finite. 

In the second case, all terms in p are of the form C~.J.:.x)(~y.N')P' Nf ... N:, with N -{3 

N',P -{3 P',Nl -{3 Nf,··· ,Nn -{3 N~. By induction hypothesis, (~y.N)PNl ... N: 
is strongiY Q-normaITsing. Hence N, P, N l , ... , Nfl are all strongly Q-normalising. This 
yields that p is finite. 

REMARK 5.10. Another proof of the fact that all superdevelopments are finite can be given 
in a way similar to the one in Remark 5.9. That is, wc define a morphism from (Al, {,ad x 

{O,l}*, {-lldq,) to (SN, {iJ} x {O,l}*, {...!{3}q,), using the following function. 

DEFINITION 5.11. The function I -I : AI - AI is defined by induction on the definition of 
Al. 

1. Ixl = x, 

2. l'\ix.NII = A.ix.IMI, 

I X( )1 - { Mo[x:= INI] 
3. @ kI,N - @X(IMI,INI) 

if Illfl = .AiJ.:.Mo and ·i E X 
othcrwise 

Let App denote a distinguished variable. Like in the casc of developmcnts, the definition of 
position has to be adapted, such that occurrences of App do not count. Then, for instance 
(A ppM N)\¢ = (!If N)\¢. As in the case of developments, we leave out the details. Now we 

can define the morphism.1: (A/, {iJd x {O,l}*, {-l{3Jq,) -+ (S.V, {iJ} x {O, l}*, {...%{3}q,). 

DEFINITION 5.12. 

1. The mapping .10 : Al -+ SN is defined by induction on the definition of A. 

(a) .1o(x) = x, 

(b) .1O(A.ix.M) = '\x . .1o(AJ), 

X'. { .1o(1I1).1o(N) 
(c) JO(@< (M, N» = App.1o(l\I).1o(N) 

if 11111 = .AiJ.:.1I10 and i E X 
otherwise 

2. The mapping:1'l : {,ad x {O, l}* -+ {iJ} x {O, l}* is defined by [1 (/3l , ¢) = (iJ,¢). 

LEMMA 5.13. Let AI E Al, .1(M) E SN and N E SN. Then .:T(l\I)[J.: := N] E SN. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of .1(M) E SN. 
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o 

1. Suppose :JUt!) = yP1 '" Pn with Pi E SJV for i = 1, ... , n. Note that it must be the 
case that y = App. By induction hypothesis, :J(Pi)[:r ;= N] E SN for i = 1, ... , n. 
Hence :J(M)[x;= N] E SN. 

2. Suppose :J(M) = )..y.P with P E SN. Using induction hypothesis we obtain that 
:J(M)[x ;= N] E SN. 

3. Suppose :J(!l1) = ()..y.P)Q1Q2'" Qn with Ply := QtJQ2 ... Qn E sN and Q1 E SN. 
By induction hypothesis, we have (P[y := QdQ2 ... Qn)[;[~ := N] E SN and Qdx := 
N] E SN. This yields :J(M)[x;= N] E SN. 

LEMMA 5.14. Let MEAL, :J(M) E SN and N E SN. Then :J(M)N E SN. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derh'ation of :J(M) E SN. 

o 

1. Suppose :J = xP1 ••• Pn with Pi E SN for i = 1, ... ,n. Then :J(M)N E SN. 

2. Suppose :J(M) = )..x.P with P E S.V. Then M = )..i;[·.Mo and :J(Mo) = P. By the 
previous lemma we have P[x := N] E SN. Hence :J(M)N E SN. 

3. Suppose :J(M) = ()..X.P)Q1Q2'" Qn with P[;c := QtJQ2 ... Qn E sN and Q1 E SN. 
By induction hypothesis, we have P[,c := QdQ2 ... Q,J\T E SN. Moreover Q1 E SN, 
hence .J(M)N E SN. 

THEOREM 5.15. Let MEAL. Then :J(M) E S.''\!. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on Af E Al and makes use of the two previous 
lemmas. 0 

THEOREM 5.16. Let !If E Al. If M .J!31 N in Al then J(M) ~8 :'T(N) in SN. 

It follows from Theorem 5.15 and Theorem 5.16 that ':'1 is a morphism from (Al, {J!31 }"') 

to (SN, {-!t3}"')' As an immediate consequence of this, we have that all superdevelopments 
are finite. 

Finally we would like to remark that it is easy to prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5.17. Let M E SD. 

1. M -E!..IMI. 

2. If M -tE!.. M' then IMI = IM'I. 
SO we have IMI is the .81-normal form of AI and it is unique. As a consequence of this we 

have that {3l is Church-Rosser. 

. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
1 
I 
I 
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6. Two PERPETUAL STRATEGIES 
In this section we consider two rewrite strategies, Fbk defined in [3K82] and F 00 introduced 
in [BBKV76]. Both strategies are per'petual, which means that they yield an infinite rewrite 
sequence whenever possible. 'Ve give for both strategies a new proof of the fact that they are 
perpetual. Our proofs are simpler than the original ones and make in both cases use of the 
characterisation of strongly normalising terms. 

For the sake of self-containment we first give some definitions that can for instance be 
found in [Bar84]. 

Perpetual strategies. 

DEFINITION 6.1. 

1. A strategy for /3-7'eduction is a map F: 1\ -? 1\ such that for all 1If E A, ltf ~{3 F(M). 

2. A one-step stmtegy for' /3-1'ed'llction is a map F : 1\ -? 1\ such that for all III E 1\ not in 
/3-normal form, 111 -?{3 F(M). 

DEFINITION 6.2. A strategy is called 1}(~7'pel'/Lal if F(lII) is strongly normalising implies M is 
strongly normalising. 

A perpetual strategy finds an infinite rewrite sequence if possible. Perpetual strategies are 
interesting because of the easy observation that a term J11 is strongly normalising if and only 
if a perpetual strategy finds a finite rewrite sequence starting [rom III. 

In the sequel we will deal with one-step strategies only. 

DEFINITION 6.3. Let F be a strategy for /3-recluction. An F-1'e'uwile sequence of 111 is defined 
as 

M -?{3 F(M) -?(J F2(JIf) -?{J ... 

possibly ending in the normal form of JIf. 

The strategy Fbk. First we consider the strategy Fbk as introduced in [BK82]. We give a 
simple proof that Fbk is perpetual using Definition 3.1. 

DEFINITION 6.4. Suppose that JIf E A is not in normal form. 
Let M = C[(AX.P)Q] where (A~r.:.P)Q is the leftmost redex of 111. 

Rk(C[(AX.P)Q]) = {c[p[;r:= QJ] if Q is ~trongly normalising 
b C[(A:z:.P)Fbk(Q)] otherWIse 

Note that the the strategy H", yields standard rewrite sequences. 

THEOREM 6.5. Fbk is a perpetual strategy. 

Proof. Suppose that 111 is not in normal [orm and Fbdltf) is strongly normalising. Then 
FbkCM) E SN. We prove 111 E SN, which is equivalent to ltf is strongly normalising. We 
prove M E SN by induction on the number of steps in the derivation of Fbk(1I1) E sN. 
The term 111 is of the form AXI .. , Xn.PQI " . Qm where P can be either a variable y or an 
abstraction Ay.PO' 'i\Te consider these two cases: 
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o 

1. P=y. Then 

where Ql,'" Qi-l are in normal form. 

Since Fbk(M) E SN we have that FbJ.:(Qd E S.lI!. H follo\\'s from the indllction hypoth
esis that Qi E sN. This yields AI = ).:Cl ... ).:CII.yQl .. , (Jilt E SN. 

2. P = ).y.Po. Suppose Ql is not strongly normalising. Then QI ti SN. This yields a 
contradiction with the hypothesis Fbk(lII) E SN. Hence QI E SN and 

Fbk(A1) = ).XI ... ).::c71 .Po[y := QdQ2 ... Qm 

Now Fbk(A1) E SN and QI E SN yield that Af E S/\/. 

The strategy Foo. We now consider the strategy F:x; that is defined in [BBKV76]. This 
strategy does not check whether the argument of the left-most redex is strongly normalising or 
not. Instead, it is checked whether the left-most redex is an J-redex. If it is, it is contracted. 
If it is not, contracting it could imply loosing the possibility of having an infinite reduction 
sequence. Therefore, in that case, the left-most redex is only contracted if the arg'ument is a 
normal form. If the argument is not a normal form, the strategy is applied to the argument. 

DEFINITION 6.6. Suppose that !If E 1\ is not in normal form. 
Let M = C[(>.x.P)Q] where ()"x.P)Q is the leftmost l'cdex of M. 

Foo(C[().x.P)Q]) = { 
C[().x.P)F:x;(Q)] if:r ti FV(P) and Q ti NF 
C[P[:r := Qll otherwise 

The Foo-rewrite sequence of a term is not nccessarily a standard rcwrite sequence. The 
merit of Foo , however, is that it is decidable. We pni\CC that Foc, is perpetual. Note that this 
proof is simpler than the proof in [llBKV76] or in [Bar8:]] (Chapter IV paragraph 4). 

THEOREM 6.7. Foo is a perpetual strategy. 

Proof. Suppose that Af is not in normal form and Foo(JIJ) is strongly normalising. Then 
Foo(M) E SN. We prove that !If E SN which means that !If is strongly normalising. The 
proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of F ooUd) E SN. 

The term M is of the form ).x} ... ).Xn.PQI ... Qm where P can be either a variable y or 
an abstraction ),y.Po. We consider these two cases: 

1. P = y. Then 

where Ql,'" Qi-l are in normal form. 

Since FooCM) E sN we have that F:x;,{Qi) E 5/1/. It follows from the induction hy
pothesis that Qi E S.A!. This yields M = "hI", ).:Cl/.·yQl ... Qm E SN. 
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2. P = )..y.Po. Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) y E FV(Po). Then 

Foo(l\f) = )..Xl ... )..xn.Po[y := QdQ2 ... Qm E S./\! 

Since y E Po we have that Ql E S./\!. By the definition of the set S./\! we have 
that AI E S./\!. 

(b) y rf- FV(Po). 

o 

If Ql is a normal form, then 

Since F=(1I1) E S/v, that is, )..:Cl ... )..xn.PO[y := QdQ2 ... Qm E S./\!, and more
over clearly Ql E S.N, we can conclude M = )..Xl '" )..:cn.()..y.PO)Ql Q2 .. ' Qm E 
S./\!. 
If Ql is not a normal form, then 

Since F=(M) E S./\! we have Foo(Qd E S/vand Po Q2 ... QJ/1 E S./\!. By induction 
hypothesis we have that Ql E S./\!. 
We apply the last clause of Definition 3.1 in order to obtain ()..y.PO)Ql Q2 ... Qm E 
S./\!. We have AI = )..Xl ... x n .()..y.PO)Ql Q2 ... Qm E S./\! by applying n times the 
second clause of Definition 3.1. 

7. A MAXIMAL STRATEGY 
In this section we prove that the strategy F= is ma:cimal, which means that it computes 
for each term AI the longest possible rc\\'rite sequence. In particular, a maximal strategy is 
perpetual. The converse is not necessarily true, as witnessed by the strategy FbA: defined in 
[BK82]. 

Our proof that Foo is a maximal strategy makes use of the characterisation of strongly 
normalising terms. We define a mapping h that computes the length of a F=-rewrite sequence 
of a term. Then it is proved that the mapping h computes the maximal length of a reduction 
to normal form. 

We start by giving some definitions. 

DEFINITION 7.1. Let (J' be a rewrite sequence. The length of (J', denoted by II(J'II, is the 
number ofrewrite steps in (J'. \Ve have that II(J'II is either a natural number or 00. 

DEFINITION 7.2. A rewrite sequence (J' : Af -n N is ma:cimal if for all p : AI -H N we have 

II(J'II ~ IIpll· 

DEFINITION 7.3. A strategy F is ma:cimal for each terlll !If the F-rewrite sequence of M is 
maximal. 
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We define a map h : A ~ NU {oo} that computes for each term the length of its Foe-rewrite 
sequence. 

DEFINITION 7.4. 

1. The map h : sN ~ N is defined by induction on the definition of SN. 

{ ~h(Mi) 
ifn = 0 

if n "# () 

h()..x.lI1) = h(M) 

(( l)NP n ) { h(lII .. [:r: := NjP1 ... Pnr) + 1 if:r: E M 
h )..x.1\' I ... rn = h ( f P n), (1\ ) f d f ,11 1 •.. rn + L + 1 i x 'jZ: k 

2. We extend h: SA! ~ N to h : 1\ ~ N U {oo} by defining h(M) = 00 if 1\1 ~ SN. 

We prove that the map h has the following two properties: 

• it computes the length of the F oe-re\\'rite sequence of 11 term !If • 

• it computes the maximum length of all rewrite sequences starting in M. 

From these we will conclude that Foe is a maximal strategy. 
First we prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 7.5. Let 1\1 E SN. 

1. If 1\1 E NF then h(1\1) = O. 

2. If 1\1 ~ NF then h(1\1) = h(Foo(1\1)) + 1. 

Proof. 

1. Trivial. 

2. Suppose that 1\1 is not in normal form. \Ve prove that h(1\1) = h(Foo(1\1)) + 1 by 
induction on the number of steps in the derivation of AI E S/\!. 
The term 1\1 is of the form )..:Cl ... )..:Cn.PQl ... Qm where P can be either a variable y 
or an abstraction )..y.Po. 'We consider these two cases: 

(a) P = y. Then 

I 
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where Ql,'" Qi-l are in normal form. By induction hypothesis we have h(Qi) == 
h(Foo(Qd) + 1. Hence we have 

h(M) h(>'XI ... >.x".yQ, ... Qm) 
m 

= Lh(QA:) 
k=i 

111 

h(Qd+ L h(Qk) 
k=i+l 

111 

= h(Foo(Qd) + 1 + L h(Qk') 
k=i+l 

= h(Foo(M» + 1 

(b) P = (>,y.Po). Two cases are distinguished. 

i. y E FV(Po). Then 

Fcx;(AJ) = Aa', ... A:rn'PO[:t; := Qd Q"2'" Qm 

We have 

h(M) = h(AXl ... A,'Dn.(.'\y.PO)Ql Q2 " . Qm) 

= h(Po[Y:= Qd Q2 ... Qm) + 1 

= h(Foo(.~I) + 1 

ii. Y ff. FV(Po). Again two cases are distinguished. 

A. If Ql is not in normal fOI'l1l then 

Fcx;(!d) = A:rl ... A:rn.(Ay.Po)Foc(Qt} Q2 ... Qm 

By induction hypothesis, h(Qt} = h(F:x;;(Qt}) + 1. Hence we have 

h(1I1) = h(A:rl ... A:C11 .(Ay.PO)QIQ2 ... Qm) 

= h(Po Q2· .. Qm) + h(QI) + 1 

h(Po Q2 ... Qm) + h(Fcx;(Ql») + 1 + 1 

h(Fcx;(M») + 1 

B. If Q, is in normal form then 

We have 

h(1I1) h(AXl'" kCn.(Ay.PO)QIQ"2'" Qm) 

= h(Po Q2 ... Qm) + h(QI) + 1 

h(Po Q"2 ... Qm) + 0 + 1 

= h(F:x:;(M» + 1 
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o 

THEOREM 7.6. The map h : A --+ N U {oo} computes the length of the Foo-rewrite sequence 
of a term M. 

Proof. If At! E SN then AI --+{J FooU.J) --+p •...•• --+{J F.!~(lII) = nf(M). It follows by 
induction on n that h(lI1) = n using Lemrna 7.5. 
If M rt SN then the Foo-rewrite sequence of M is infinite and indeed h(M) = 00. 0 

Now we prove that h : A --+ N U {oo} computes the maximum length of all reductions 
sequences starting at M. Here maxred(M) denotes the length of a maximal rewrite sequence 
starting in M. 

THEOREM 7.7. Let MEA. We have 

h(AJ) = maxred(M) 

Proof. If M rt SN, then h(A1) = 00 so it is clear that the statement holds. 
Suppose that M E sN is not in normal form. We v.;ill prove that the length of an 

arbitrary reduction to normal form is less than or equal to h( M). The proof proceeds by 
induction on the number of steps in the derivation of M E S."I. The term Af is of the 
form AXI ... Xn.PQI ... Qm where P can be either a variable:tJ or an abstraction Ay.Po. 'Ve 
consider these two cases: 

1. P = y. An arbitrary reduction from AI to normal form can be transformed into a 
reduction sequence of the same length such that: 

A:DI ... A3.:".y nf(QJ)Q2 ... Qm 
n.') 

-*{3 A3.:I ... A~C".y nf(QJ) nf(Q2) ... (Qm) 

-/3 

!!:.:fp A:Cl ... A3.:n ':lJ nf(Qt} nf(Q2) ... nf(Qm) 

The nUillber of steps of this sequence is Ut + ... + 'll'l1l' By induction hypothesis, \ve 
have h( Qd ~ ni for i = 1, ... ,7n. Hence we have 

1n 

h(Af) = L h(Qd 
i=I 

2. P = Ay.PO. Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) y E FV(Po). An arbitrary reduclion sequence from !If to normal form is of the 
form 

M = AXI ... A:z:n.(Ay.PO)QJ Q2 ... Qm 

~fJ AXI ... AXn.(Ay.P~)Q~ Q~ ... Q:n 

--+{3 AXI ... A:Dn.P~[:1J := Q'tlQ~ ... Q:n 

~j3 nf(M) 
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It can be transformed into a rewrite sequence of the form 

M = AX1 ... A:rn.(Ay.PO)Q1 Q"2 ... Qm 

-{3 AX1 ... AXn.PO[y := Q1JQ2 ... Qm 

-!{3 AX1 ... kcn.PMv := Q/dQ~··· Q~n 
I 

-(3 nf(M) 

with k ~ p. By induction hypothesis, h(Po[Y := QdQ2 ... Qm) ~ k + l. Hence 

h(1\1) - h(Po[y:= QdQ2 ... Qm) + 1 

> k+l+l 

> p+l+l 

22 

(b) y f/. Po. An arbitrary reduction sequence from l\f to normal form can be trans
formed into a reduction sequence of the same length of the form: 

o 

M = AXl ... AXn.(Ay.PO)Q1 Q2 ... Qm 

--!,a AX1 ... AXn.(AV.Po)Q~ Q2 .. · Qm 

-(3 A:r1 ... krn.Po Q2··· Qm 

-1.{3 nf(M) 

By induction hypothesis we haye that h(Qd ~ p and 
h(POQ2 ... Qm) ~ l. Hence 

h(M) - h(POQ2 ... Qm) + h(Qt) + 1 

> l+p+l 

THEOREM 7.8. The strategy Foo is maximal. 

Proof. 

1. By Theorem 7.6 we have that h(M) is the length of the Foo-rewrite sequence of M. 

2. By Theorem 7.7 we have that h(M) = maxred{M) is the maximum length of all reduc
tions sequences starting at 111. 

Hence the strategy F 00 is maximal. 0 
We can also define a map hi : A _ N U {oc} that computes the length from 1\1 to normal 

form using the strategy Fbk . 

DEFINITION 7.9. 

1. The map hi : SJV -t N is defined by induction on the definition of S.V". 
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i=n 

h'(x 11ft ... M,,) == 2:. h/(A/;) 
i=1 

h'(AX.M) == h'(JII) 

h'((AX.M)NP1 ••• PIt) == h'(i\f[:c:= NjPl .•. PIt) + 1 

2. The map h' : SN -+ N is extended to h' : A -+ N U {CXJ} by defining h' (M) = 00 if 
M¢SN. 

LEMMA 7.10. The map h' ; A -+ N U {oo} computes the length of the Fbk-rewrite sequence 
of a term M. 

Note that h'(lII) :::; h(M) for any term M. 

8. NORMALISATION OF SIMPLY TYPED A-CALCULUS 
In this section we give a new proof of the fact that the simply typed A-calculus is ,6-strongly 
normalising. 

In the proof we make use of the charactcrisation of the strongly normalising (untyped) 
A-terms. We do not need to consider an interpl'ctation for simply typed A-terms. 

First we shortly repeat the definitions of simply typed A-calculus a la Curry. 
Types, written as 0',,6, /, ... , are built fronl type variables and the type constructor -+. 

DEFINITION 8.1. The simply typed lambda calculus A--Cmry (or just A-) is defined by the 
notion of type derivation r rL !If: D' (or just r r- AI : a) gh'en by thc following rules: 

Start r r x : a if :c : Q' E f 

-+-Introcluction 

-+-Elimination 

r,a:: : a r!lf : ,13 

r r Aa::.M : a -+ j3 

rrM:O'-+,6 frN:a 
r r MN : j3 

If A and B are subsets of A, then we define 

04-+ B == {!If E 1\ I VN E A : !lIN E B} 

Note that if A c A' then A' -+ B C A -+ B and that if B C B' then A -+ B C A -+ B'. 
We wish to consider the set of terms that are typable by a type a in a context r. 

DEFINITION 8.2. T(r;O') ==_{M E A_I rr!II :D} 

LEMMA 8.3. Let T(r; a) i= 0. Then T(r; 0-+ fJ) = T(f; a) -+ T(f; ,6). 

Proof. 

c. Let M E T(r; 0'-+ ,6) and N E '1([; a). Clearly r r j\f N : 3. 
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:J. Let A1 E T(f; a) -+ T(f; /3). Since T(r, a) # 0, therc is some N E T(f, a). Hence 
AIN E T(f;.8). This yields f 1-11l: ao -+ fJ, so AI E T(r;a -+ fJ). 0 

DEFINITION 8.4. The set S.I\f(f; a) is defined as follows. 

SN(f; a) = {AI E S/y I IIf E T(f; an 

The following result is trivial. 

THEOREM 8.5. Let SN(f; a) # 0. Then SN(f; a -+ .8) :J SN(f; a) -+ SN(f; .8). 

Proof. Let !vI E SN(r; a) -+ SN(f; /3). Since SN(f, a) # 0, there is some N E SN(f, a). 
We have 

1. AI E SN, because AI N E S.i\I(f; fJ), 

2. f I- !vI : a -+ .8, by the previous lemma. 

o 
The converse of this theorem is not so easy and we nced the following lemma to prove it. 

LEMMA 8.6. Let N E SN(f; ad -+ ... -+ S.A/(f; an) with a'lI a base type. Let P E 
SN(f'j.8) with f' = f,x: al -+ ... -+ an. Then P[:r:= N] E S.'V(fjj3). 

Proof. We make use of the Substitution Lemma for >.- it la Curry. It states that f,x:.8 I
M : a and f I- N : fJ implics f I- AI[:c := N] : a. 

o 

The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of P E S/Il. 

1. Suppose P = yPl'" PA: with PI, ... , PA: E SJ'l. By induction hypothesis, we have 
Pdx := N] E SN for i = 1, ... , k. We write Pt for Pd:r := N] for i = 1, ... , k. 

If y # x, then P[:r := N] E SN follows from the fact that Pt E S.tv' for i = 1, ... , k. 
Using the Substitution Lemma we obtain P[:r := N] E SN(r; .8). 

If y = x, then we have to prove that N Pi ... Pt E SN(f; fJ). We have k :::; 11 and by 
the induction hypothesis and the Substitution Lcmma Pt E SA((f; a'i) for i = 1, ... , k. 
Further, N E SJI(f; ad -+ .,. -+ S.i\I(f; an) C S.·V(f; a'd -+ ... -+ SN(f; ak) -+ 

SN(fj .8), by Theorem 8.5. Hence we ha\'c P[:r := N] = N Pi·· .PA~ E SN(f; .8). 

2. Suppose P = >.y.Po with Po E SN'. By induction hypothesis, we have Po [x := N] E SN. 
Together with the Substitution Lemma this yields P[x := N] = (>.z.Po)[x := NJ E 
SN(f,.8). 

3. Suppose P = (>'y,PO)P1P2'" PA: with PO[:II := PJ]P2 ... PA, E SN and PI E SN. By 
induction hypothesis we have (Po[Y := PJ]P2 .•. PA:)[:c := N] E SN and Pdx := N] E 
SN. Using the Substitution Lemma this yields P[:z: := N] = ((>'y.PO)P1P2 ••• Pk)[X := 

NJ =E SN(fjj3). 

Now we can prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 8.7. SN(r; 0' - !3) c SN(r; 0') - SN(f;!3). 

Proof. Let M E SN(r; 0' - {3). We prO\'e that for all N E SN(r; 0'), we have M N E 
SN(r; {3). Let thereto N E SN(r; aJ Note that it is clear that r I- Af N : {3. It remains to 
prove that Af N E SN. This is proven by induction on 0: and for each 0' by induction on the 
derivation of A1 E SN. 

'0' is a base type. The proof of this part proceeds by induction on the derivation of AI E SN. 

1. Suppose M = xkh ... IIh with IIIt, ... , IIh E SN. We have N E SN because N E 
SN(r; a). This yields M N = ~dIt ... MJ.:N E SN. 

2. Suppose M == ).x.P with P E SN. Note that f,x : Q I- P : {3, so actually P E 
SN(r, x: Q; {3). For proving (),cc.P)N E SN, we need to prove P[:r := N] E SN. This 
follows from an application of Lemma 8.6. 

3. Suppose M = ().x.Mo)MIM2 ... J'h with Mo[cr := Mt]M2 .. . lIh E SN and MI E SN. 
By induction hypothesis of the induction on the derivation of lIf E S./Il, we have Mo[x:= 
.i\lh]M2 ... MkN E SN. Moreover M t E SN. This yields ().:I.:.Mo)MllIh ... 1IfA,N E 
sN. 

Q is a composed type. The proof of this part proceeds as well by induction on the 
derivation of A1 E SN. 

o 

1. Suppose M = xMI ••• !11k: with lIfl , •.• , lilA- E S.V. Since N E SN, we have 11'1 N E S}\(. 

2. Suppose M = ).x.P with P E SN. For proving ().:c.P)N E S.A/, we need to prove that 
P[x := N] E S}\(. \Ve have 0: = a'l - ... - 0:" with a'" a base type. By the induction 
hypothesis of the induction on Q, we huve N E 5.\I'(f; ail - ... - SN(f; an). Lemma 
8.6 yields that P[T := N] E SN. 

3. Suppose M = ().a.:.Mo)MIM2 ... 1IfA, with Mo[:I.: := Mt]M2 ... AiJ.. E 5N and MI E S}\(. 
By induction hypothesis of the induction on the dcri\'ation of .M E S/V, we have 
Mo[x:= MdM2'" AhN E S./If. l\!{oreovcr HI E sN. This yields MN E SN. 

COROLLARY 8.8. SN(r; 0'- {3) = 5N(r; 0') -) sJV(r; /3). 

THEOREM 8.9. If r I- M : a then AI E 5.I\/(f; a). 

Proof. The proof.proceeds by induction on the c1.erivation ·qf r I- M : a. 

1. Suppose r, x : Q I- x : Q. A tautology. 

2. Suppose M = ).x.P : {3 - "( so the last step in the derivation of r I- M : Q is an 
application of the abstraction clause. By induction hypothesis, we have P E SN(r, x: 
{3; "(). This yields ().x.F) E S.A/(f; a· - /3). 
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o 

3. Suppose !vI == PQ so the last step in the derivation of f f- AI : 0' follows from the 
application clause. Suppose P : j3 -+ " and Q : j3. By induction hypothesis, P E 
SN(r; {3 -+ ,) and Q E SN(r; (3). By the previous theorem we have SN(r; {3 -+ "I) = 
SN(r; {3) -+ SN(r; I)' Therefore PQ E SN(r; I)' 

9. A-CALCULUS WITH INTERSECTION TYPES 
In this section we compare our characterisation of strongly normalising terms with another 
characterisation using intersection types. We prove that all terms in our set sN are typable 
with intersection types, and vice versa, that all terms that are intersection typable are in our 
set. First we shortly recall the definition of A-calculus wi th intersection types. We consider 
the system without the type n and without the relation :S on types. Types are built from 
type variables and from two binary constructors -+ and A. 

The type inference system is given by the following rules: 
Start r f- x : 0' if x : 0' E r 

-+-Introduction 

-+-Elimination 

A-Introduction 

/\-Elimination 

r,x:O'f-M:j3 
r f- Ax.A! : 0' -+ j3 

rf-M:0'-+,8 ff-N:O' 
rf-MN:j3 

rf-A!:O'rf-1If:/3 
rf-M:O'/\j3 

ff-M:O'/\j3 
rf-Al:O' ff-M:j3 

For the proof of the first result of this section we use the following notation: 

{x:O'}Ar == r 1 ,x:0'/\,6,r2 irr=f1,:r:,J,f2 

{x:O'}Ar == x:O',r otherwise 

Then r A r' is defined by induction on r. 
We will make use of the following proposition that is proved in Chapter IV of [Kri93]. 

PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose r f- M[:r := N] : 0' and f f- N: ,8. Suppose l: doesn't occur in 
r. Then r, x : {3 f- M: 0'. 

THEOREM 9.2. If Al E SN then there exist a sequent f and a type 0' such that r f- !If : 0'. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of 111 E Slv . 

• Let !vI = XPl ... Pa with Pi E SN [or ·i == 1, ... ,11. By induction hypothesis there 
exist for i = 1, ... , n a sequent fi and a type Q'i such that r i f- Pi : O'i. Define 
f := (x: 0'1 -+ ' .. -+ an -+ ,6) /\ r 1 A ... /\ f1/.' Then f f- lIf : .8. 
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o 

e Let M = )\':c.P with P E SN. By induction hypolhesis there exist a sequent f and a 
type (3 with f f- P : j3. Then f' I- A:C.P : 0 - j3, with f' obtained from f by removing 
a possible type declaration for :r . 

• Let ]\.1 = (AX.P)QPl '" Pn with P[:c := QjPl '" P,t E SN and Q E SN. By induction 
hypothesis, there exist a sequent fl and a type Q such that fl I- Po[:c := P1 j P2 ••• Pn : a 
and there exist a sequent f2 and a type fJ such that f2 I- PI : ;3. Let f := fl I\f2. Then 
we have f I- Po[x := P1 jP2 ••• Pn : 0' and f I- PI : (3. lVIol'eO\'er, f I- Po[a: := Pd : 'Y for 
the appropriate type 'Y. There are two possibilities: :c E FV(Po) or a: rf. FV(Po). In both 
cases we have f, x : (3 I- Po : 'Y: in the first case by the previous proposition and in the 
second case immediately. So f I- Aa:.PO : (J - i' and hence f I- (A:C.PO)P1 : 'Y. We can 
conclude f I- M : a. 

For proving the converse statement we make use of the characterisation of strongly nor
malising terms. Like in the previous section, we consider the intersection of the set of terms 
that are typable with a certain type in a certain context and the set SN. 

DEFINITION 9.3. T(f; a) = {Ai E A I f I- !If : a}. 

PROPOSITION 9.4. 

1. Let T(f; a) i- 0. Then T(f; 0: - ,8) c T(f; 0') -> T(f; ,3). 

2. T(f; a 1\ (3) = T(f; a) n T(f; j3). 

Proof. 

1. Let !If E T(f; 0'- j3) and N E T(f; oJ lL is clear that r I- !If N : j3. 

2. Trivial. 

o 
The statement T(r; a -> /3) :J T(r; 0') -> T(f;,8) is not true. However, in the system 

with the subtype relation denoted by::;, we can prove the following weaker result provided 
T(f, a) i- 0: 

T(f; 0'-> (3') :J T(f; a) - T(f; (3) 

where (3' is some type with (3 ::; (3'. A counterexam pIe to the stronger statement is as 
follows. Let f = x : (a - a) 1\ «(a -> 0') -> (0' - a»), Then it is easy to see that 
x E T(r; a 1\ (a -> a» -> T(f; a 1\ (0' -> 0'». However, we don't have a: E T(f; (0' 1\ (a -> 

0'»- (0'1\(0' - a»). Note that.for the '1J-expansion AZ.:CZ oLe, with z: 0'1\(0' -> 0') it does 
hold that AZ.XZ E T(f; (a 1\ (0' -> a» -> (0' 1\ (0 -' 0'»).-

Exactly like in the previous section, we derine the set S.tV(f; 0'). 

DEFINITION 9.5. SN(f, O') = {iII E Sf'; I III E T(f;O')}. 

Our goal is now to prove the following: 
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1. SN(r, a A (3) = SN(r, a) n SN(r, (3) 

2. SN(r, a - (3) C SN(r, a) - SN(r, (3) 

Then it follows by a straightforward induction that r I- M : a' implies that 111 E SN(r, a) 
and hence Af is strongly normalising. The first point is trivial. 

THEOREM 9.6. SN(r, a A (3) = s.N'(r, a) n SN(r, (3). 

The second point requires more care. \Ve make use of a lemma which is a restricted form of 
the one used in the case of simply typed A-calculus. Further, we need a Generation Lemma, 
which describes the types of the components of an application. For making precise what we 
mean by 'restricted' we need the following definition. 

DEFINITION 9.7. The order ord(a) of a type a is defined inductively as follows. 

1. ord(a) = 0 if a is a type variable, 

2. ord«(3 - 1') = ord«(3) + ordh) + 1, 

3. ord«(3 A 1') = max{ ord«(3), ord('')')}. 

LEMMA 9.8. Let a be a type with ord(o-) = n. Let P E S.\f(r,::r : a; ,B). Let N E SN(r; a). 
Then Pix := NJ E SN(rj (3). 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of P E S.N'. All cases are trivial, 
because if P = yPl ... Pn with 11 > 0, it cannot be the case that :r = y. 0 

LEMMA 9.9. Let r I- !If N : (3. Then there exist a I, ... ,0"1/ anc! ,BI , ... , (3" such that 

r I- M: (a 1 - (3 d A ... 1\ (a It - ,B,,) 
r I- N: al 1\ ... A all 

(3 = (31 A ... A (3n 

-
Proof. If there is a derivation of r I- AI N : ;3, then there is a subdcrivation of at least length 
one where each conclusion is of the form r' I- M N : {3'. The proof proceeds by induction on 
the length of this subderivation. 

1. Suppose the subderivation is of length one. Then r f- M N : (3 is due to the _
Elimination rule. Then indeed r I- AI : a - ,6 and r I- N : a for some type a. 

2. If the subderivation is oflength greater than one, then r I- AI N : (3 can be due to either 
the A-Introduction rule or the A-Elimination rule. 

In the first case, we have (3 = (3' A (3/1 and 

r I- 111 N : (3' r I- !If N : ,6/1 
r I- 111 N : fJ' 1\ (3/1 
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o 

is the last step in the subdcrivation wc consider, It is easily seen that the statement 
follows from the induction hypothesis. 

In the second case, we have 

rr-JlrIN:f3I\f3' 
rr-AfN:f3 

as the last step in the subderivation we consider. Again, a simple application of the 
induction hypothesis yields the desircd result. 

LEMMA 9.10. Let r r- Af Nl ... N m : /3. For all i such that 1 ~ i ~ 111" there are 0'1, ... a:n. 
and for all i such that 0 ~ i ~ 1n, thcre are I'f, .. '1':l1j such that for all i with 1 ~ i ~ m, w~ 
have 

r r- Al Nl ... Ni-l : li-l 

r r- N . (i 1\ 1\ O'i 
~. 1 . . . nj 

li-l = (at -7 ID 1\ ... 1\ (0:1; -7 1':1) 

Ii = i 1\ i 111\ .•. In; 

Moreover, we have 

r L ~lN N' ,,171 1\ ",m ,- 11' 1 • • • 111' Yl •• , In", 

Proof. For i = n the statement follows from the preyious lemma. Suppose the statement 
holds for i = p, then it holds for i = p - 1 by the pre\'ious lemma (here p ~ 1). 0 

REMARK 9.11. In the situation of Lemma 9.10, fo[' i such that 1 ~ i ~ rn, we have that 

ordhi-l) > ordhi). 

LEMMA 9.12. Ifr r- x:: f3 and 3.:: 0' is in f, then ord(,6') ~ ord(·o). 

Proof. The lemma is proved by an easy induction on the cierh'ation of r f- x :;3. 0 

Now we prove the following crucial result. 

THEOREM 9.13. Let SN(f; 0) f:. 0. Then SN(r; 0 -7 ,13) c 5.IV(f; 0') -7 SN(r; f3). 

Proof. Let 111 E SN(r; 0 -7 /3). Let N E S.:'/(f; o} We prove M N E SN(f; f3). Note 
that clearly !If N E 7(f; /3) so it remains to show that M N E S/V. The proof proceeds by 
induction on ord(a). 

ord(a) = O. The proof of the base step is by induction on the derivation of M E SN. 

1. Let 111 = x1l11 ... Mn with 11ft, .. . , Mit E SN Then AI IV E S.V by definition of sN. 

2. Let M = AX.P with P E SN. We need to prove P[:c ':~ N]. Thi's is the 'case 'by Lemnia 

9.8. 

3. Let 111 = (Ax.Mo)A/tAh ... 1I1n with Mo[:r := Mdllh ... M" E SN and Aft E SN. It 
follows by induction hypothesis of the induction on the derh'ation of M E sN that 
MNESN. 

"Y, 
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ord(a) > O. The proof of the induction step is also given by induction on the derivation of 
MESN. 

o 

1. Let M = xM1 ••• kIn with M1, ••• , 1I1n E S.V Then 111 N E SN by definition of SN. 

2. Let AI = AX.P with PES/I. This is the most complicated case. It is proved by 
induction on the derivation of AI E S.V. The problematic case in this induction is if 
NI = yPI •.. Pm with m > 0 and :r = y. We only consider the problematic ca,se since 
the other cases follow easily by induction. Let ~* denote Pd:r := Nl. 
We have r I- N Pi ... ~;l : {3, and we are in the situation of Lemma 9.10. That means, 
for i with 1 ~ i ~ m there are ai, ... ,O'!ni and for i with 0 ::; i ::; rn there are "1/, ... ,"I:n; 
such that for i with 1 ~ i ~ m the following holds: 

r I

r I-

"Ii-l 

NPt··· Pt-l : ,'i-l 
P*. i 1\ 1\ i i . 0'1 1\ • .. a'Pi 

(ai --? "If) A ... A (O'~i --? "~) 

with, moreover, r I- N Pt ... P,;, : I't 1\ ... 1\ I';: .. 
By Lemma 9.12 we have ord(o') 2: ordho). Furthermore, we ha\'e that ordhi-d > 
ordhi) for i with 1 ::; i ::; rn. 

This yields that for all i with 1 ::; ·i ::; m and for all j with 1 ::; j ::; Pi we have 
that ord(a) > ord(O'j). By induction hypothesis we have that SN(r, aj --? "Ij) c 
SN(r, aj) --? SN(r, "Ij). Hence we have that N Pt ... P/'-l E SN(r,O') --? SN(r, "Ij). 

Hence we have P[x := N] E s./'l and therefore M N E S.tv'. 

3. Let M = ()\a.:.Mo)MIM2'" Mn with Mo[:r := Ah]M2 ••• Mn E SN and MI E SN. It 
follows by induction hypothesis of the induction on the derinttion of 111 E SN that 
lvIN E SN. 

The second main result of this section is the following theorelll. 

THEOREM 9.14. rrrl-M: 0', then ME SN(r,a-), 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of r I- M : a. 

1. Suppose 111 = x and the derivation of r I- M : 0' consists just of the start rule. Then 
the statement tri viall)' holds. 

2. Suppose we have r I- AX.P : 0' --? {3 as a consequence of the --?-Introduction rule with 
hypothesis r, x : a I- P : {3. By induction hypothesis, we have P E SN(r, x : a; {3). It 
follows that Aa.:.P E SN(r,O' --? {3). 

3. Suppose we have r I- PQ : {3 as a consequence of the --?-Elilllination rule with hypothe
ses r I- P : 0' --? f3 and r I- Q : 0'. By induction hypothesis, we have P E SN(r; a --? {3) 
and Q E SN(r; 0'). Using the previous theorem we obtain PQ E s.I\/(r; ;3). 
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4. Suppose we have f f- P : a 1\ {3 as a consequence of the /\-Introduction rule with hy
potheses f f- P : a and f f- P: {3. By induction hypothesis, we have P E SN(f; a) and 
P E SN(f; {3). Using Theorem 9.6 we obtain P E SN(r; a)nSN(r;;3) = SN(f; al\fJ). 

5. Suppose we have f f- P : a as a consequence of the I\-Elimination rule with hypothesis 
r f- P : a 1\ fJ. By induction hypothesis, we have P E SN(f; a 1\ ;3). By Theorem 9.6, 
we have P E SN(f; a) n SN(r; fJ). So P E S.t'l(r; a). 

10. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this section we discuss the relation between our proofs and other proofs of the same results. 

The set SN. Ralph Loader defines the set SN in a note distributed on the types mailinglist 
[Loa95], where he announces a proof of strong normalisation of system F. The definitions 
must have been given more or less simultaneously. 

Developments. The result that all fJ-c1evelopments are Cinite is a classical result in 'x-calculus 
and various proofs already exist. There is for instance a proof that can be found in [Bar84J, 
that makes use of a decreasing labelling. This proof is not related to ours. There is a short and 
elegant proof by de Vrijer [dV85j, in which an exact bound [01' the length of a development 
is computed. For proving that the bound is an cxact bound, he makes in fact use of the 
strategy Foe. Some small observations concerning devclopments coincide with some small 
observations we make use of. 

Two perlJetual stmtegies. The original proofs of the facts that A,l<., and Foo are perpetual 
proceed by a case analysis. In both cases it is proved that F(M) admits an infinite rewrite 
sequence if 1\1 does so. In our proof the equivalent statement F(M) E SN => !If E SN is 
shown. Proving F(1\1) E SN => !If E SN and using the definition of S}/ make our proofs 
more perspicuous. 

A maximal stmtem}. The fact that Foo is a maximal strategy has been proved by Regnier 
[Reg94] using a relation that permits to perlllute redexes. In fact, in the paper Regnier shows 
that some operational criteria do not permit to distinguish between terms that are equivalent 
up to some permutation of reelexes. 1\'1 uel! fl)ore in the spirit of the present work is a paper 
by S0rensen ([S0r94]), who gives a proof that is very similar to ours. His work was developed 
independently and simultaneously. A difrerence is that in the present paper the number of 
steps of an Foo rewrite sequence is computed explicitly. 

Normalisation of simlJly tYIJed 'x-calculus. rVlany proofs of strong normalisation of simply 
typed ,X-calculus exist. Our proof seems to be mostly rela ted to the proof by Tait and Girard 
using saturated sets. There are however some important difrercnces. 

First, in the proof by Tait and Girard, a type a is interpreted as a set of 'x-terms denoted by 
[a]. Then, the interpretation ofatype a~ ~ ;3 is defi ned to be [0'] ---- Wl So [a-,-+ fJ] = [a] -+

[fJ] by definition, whereas in our proof we need to prove T(r; (l' -+ ;3) = T(r; 0') -+ T(r; {3). 
On the other hanel, in the proof by Tail and Girard it needs to be proved that [a] -+ [{3] is 

a subset of the set of strongly normalising terms. In fact, it is proved that the interpretation 
of a type is a satumted set. A saturated set is a subset X of the set of strongly normalising 
'x-terms that satisfies 
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1. if x is a variable and All, ... , !lIn are strongly normalising terms then 3.:1111 ... 1I1n EX, 

2. if M[x:= NJP1 •• 'Pn E X and N is strongly normalising then ()..:c.!If)N Pl ... Pn E X. 

In our proof, the set s.t\r(rj a --t ;3) is a subset of the set of strongly normalising terms by 
definition. But the equality SN(r; 0' --t ,8) = SN(r; 0) --t S .. \I'(f; J3) needs to be proved. 

A-calculus with Intersection Types. Krivine [Kri93J pro\'ec1 that the set of strongly normal
ising terms coincides with the set of terms that are typable in )../\. For proving that a term 
that is typable in )../\ is strongly normalising he makes use of saturated sets. \Ve again make 
use of sets SN(r, a) that contain all terms that are strongly normalising and that are typable 
in r with type a. 

Conclusions. \Ve have presented a characterisation of the set of strongly normalising terms 
that is intuitive and elegant. Using this set we have given simple proofs of properties con
cerning normalisation in )..-calculus. 
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